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The most requested Fiori app in the whole Fiori app library / Fiori 

app bible is <<My Inbox app>> but it may show us an error 

because of a lack of configuration.... 

In this document I will explain you step by step how to solve this 

problem 

This is the S4HANA 2020 version, but the same result will be 

achieved in the previous versions. 

 

 

 

 

We will follow this steps for resolve this issue in the bakend 

system  

 

Go to:  
spro / SAP Netweaver / configuration/ connection setting /SAP 
Gateway to SAP system / manage SAP System Aliases:  
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Create System Alias icon 
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Important: The system alias is the result of the routing for an 
inbound request on SAP Gateway and it can be a remote or a 
local system. 
 

Name your new system alias 
 

Initially, your software version is set to default; remove the 
default value and set this: / IWPGW / BWF. 
 

 

 
 

Remember this new alias system very well as it will be very 
useful for future steps. 
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Go to Activate and maintain services 
 
T code: /iwfnd /maint_service  but if this t code not working please 
try this : /n/IWFND/MAINT_SERVICE 
     

Important: The transaction for activating and maintaining services is 

used to maintain all registered services on the SAP Gateway server 
(hub system), to register and activate services, to delete services, and 
to simplify the usage in general 

 
 

 

seek to find : TASKPROCESSING 

 

Click on  ZTASKPROCESSING version 2.0 
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Click on Remove System Alias 

 

 

You will get this message  

 

 

Continue Click on Add System Alias 
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You will get this message 

 

 

 

Add this setting respectively. 

 

Service Doc. Identifier: ZTASKPROCESSING_0002 
Remember sap system alias created earlier: 
Save 

 

Now we will execute Cache Clearing Programs  

But before let me explain you why we need to execute Cache 

Clearing Programs: 
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Whenever changes have been made to its configuration; in the 

Odata service; in a Fiori BSP application; in a theme or when 

applying patches / notes: the SAP Fiori cache must be cleared. 

Also, when you encounter strange problems with SAP Fiori, a 

good place to start troubleshooting is to clear the SAP Fiori 

cache. 

. 

Go to t-code SE38 

Enter this Report: /ui2/invalidate_client_caches 
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To invalidate global cache 

Enter this Program: /ui2/invalidate_global_caches 
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Open your Launchpad: /n/ui2/flp 
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Congratulations, you have successfully solved the problem. 

 

 

 

Thank you very much for reading my post 

Please Share 

If you have any questions 

Do not hesitate to contact me here 

Mail: rodrigueefila9@gmail.com 

LinkedIn: linkedin.com/in/rené-rodrigue-efila-minkoulou-b45690195  

 


